TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY & POLICY, MASTER OF SCIENCE

Graduate Studies

Graduate Study
The Graduate Group in Transportation Technology & Policy offers the M.S. (Plan I—thesis; and Plan II—exam), and Ph.D. degrees. Students complete three core courses in technology, policy, and data science and choose one of three tracks: Vehicles & Fuels, Demand & Behavior or Infrastructure & Operations. The curriculum draws on multiple disciplines including civil, mechanical, and environmental engineering, economics, statistics, political science, psychology, sociology, geography, and urban planning.

Preparation
Applicants will normally be expected to have completed two courses in calculus and one course each in calculus level statistics and microeconomics.

Program of Study
M.S. students complete three core courses, two track courses, two skills courses plus electives. Ph.D. students take the same plus an additional skill course and additional electives. Master’s degrees require a minimum of 36 quarter units and doctoral degrees require a minimum of 54 units. M.S. Plan I students may replace up to 6 units of regular course work with research (course 299) units. At least two thirds of all credits must be at the graduate level.

Graduate Advisors
Susan Handy; Gil Tal (Admissions)